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Abstract Butt joints are frequently used in assembly processes. However, relatively little attention has been paid to
the proper design and selection of butt joint geometries and
processes. In this paper, the assembly accuracy performance
of different butt joint geometries and joining processes has
been studied by using analytical models for part misalignment in the presence of part dimensional errors, surface
roughness, and surface waviness. Our analysis shows that
both short-term roughness, as well as long-term waviness,
has an effect on the assembly precision levels. The analysis is
verified statistically using a simulation program; experiments are conducted using this program to show that the
differences in the performance between different butt joining
methods can be significant. Therefore, proper design and
selection of forming butting assemblies can have important
impacts on the assembly precision.
Keywords Butt joints . Assembly precision .
Surface modeling . Part dimensional error

1 Introduction
The dimensional accuracy of an assembly is important, as it
can affect the quality, yield, and cost of many products. Part
location errors have a significant effect on assembly accuracy. Fixtures are used to locate and hold workpieces during
manufacturing operations, such as machining, assembling,
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and measuring. In machining, fixture designs have been
analyzed in terms of their ability to arrest translation and
rotation, while minimizing deflection and distortion of the
part during processing. These include the effects of clamping
force and sequence on workpiece dimensional accuracy [1,
2], fixture rigidity and deformation in contact surfaces between the workpiece and its locators [3–5], fixture configuration for form closure [6], fixture/locator error [7–10], and
fixture configuration for force closure [11, 12]. Since fixtures
form an assembly with the workpiece, there has also been
research on the accuracy of assemblies based on tolerances
specified on different form features or dimensions of the
components. However, the above models cannot be applied
to the analysis of precision butting assemblies where errors
due to forces are insignificant relative to errors due to surface
variations.
Ceglarek and Shi [8] classified different types of joints and
developed a model to compare different joint designs.
Mantipragada and Whitney [13] also analyzed tolerance
stack-up in two different classifications of assemblies. Geometrical constraint propagation methods have been proposed
to model the assemblies of mechanical parts and study the
feasibility of a given locating sequence under the assumption
that the geometry of all assembled components is known
during the design process [14, 15]. These methods did not
address part variability due to form errors, such as surface
roughness and waviness.
The effects of such form errors on a fixtured workpiece
have been partially addressed in some recent works. Sangnui
and Peters [16] employed the Newton-Raphson technique to
develop a mathematical model to predict the effect of surface
irregularities on the location and orientations of a cylindrical
workpiece. The effects of workpiece imperfections and surface roughness that affect the alignment precision of a mechanical alignment system (MAS) have been studied in the
works of Lee and Joneja [17] and Lee et al. [18]. But these
methods focus on part alignment with respect to a set of
datums, and cannot be applied to butt joining assembly
precision.
To study the level of precision for butting assemblies, it is
important to have an accurate model of the geometry of the
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Fig. 1 Schematics of butt joining without and with auxiliary surface

part surface. Surface characterization is an old and important
field. For instance, numerical methods have been successfully applied to generate randomly rough surfaces in the past
decade. Various approaches have been used to generate twodimensional profiles or three-dimensional surfaces with prescribed statistical properties (probability density function
(PDF) and surface autocorrelation functions (ACF)). Gaussian
and non-Gaussian surface profile generations with given
PDFs and ACFs have been developed in [19–21] by using
digital filtering techniques. In this study, a recently
developed model for surfaces using autoregressive moving
averages (ARMA) over short- and medium-terms and a Bspline model for waviness over long term [22] is used to
model surface variations.
We address some of the gaps in the study of assembly
precision in the context of butt joints. First, we develop a

method to geometrically model part-to-part joint geometry in
the presence of surface roughness, waviness, and part dimensional errors. Using this model, we examine assembly
precision for different configurations and processes to achieve
butt joints. Our simulation-based study shows that the proper
design and selection of the butt joining processes can have
important impacts on the assembly precision. From the
analysis, we gain some important insights into the use of
MASs as applied to butt joints. Currently, high-precision
butt assemblies are often achieved by the use of active (e.g.,
using optical devices) alignment [23, 24]. This process is
slow and expensive for large-scale production. A clear understanding of the effect of datum surface errors on the
precision level can guide MAS system designers to choose
additional preparatory machining (e.g., grinding) to bring
the expected assembly accuracy to within the original specs.
Secondly, MAS design itself can be made more robust, so as
to suppress the effect of surface inaccuracies to some extent
(some practical guidelines have been described in [17], for
example).

2 Geometric consideration of butt joining processes
The schematics for simple butt assemblies, with or without
an auxiliary alignment surface, are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2
shows the two approaches that may be adopted for butt
joining with an auxiliary surface. In Fig. 2a, first, workpiece
1 is aligned with the auxiliary plane; workpiece 2 is pushed
downwards so that it is also aligned with the auxiliary plane
before it is pushed into contact workpiece 1. An alternate
approach is shown in Fig. 2b. In this approach, workpiece 2
is first pressed against workpiece 1, and then it is pushed
towards the auxiliary plane along the mated surface of
workpiece 1. When workpiece 2 is pushed downwards towards the auxiliary plane, the two mated workpieces are
always in contact with each other.
Push

Fig. 2 Alternate modes
of achieving butting assembly
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Assembly accuracy will be characterized in terms of the
relative position and orientation between the mating parts.
Our objective is to study the variation of distance between the
actual center points of the two mated parts and the variation
of orientation between these parts for different butting assembly processes in the presence of dimensional errors and
surface roughness.
2.1 Impact of part dimensional error
The impact of dimensional errors on the dimensional accuracies of butt joining processes without and with an auxiliary
surface is shown in Fig. 3. The ideal positions of the two
assembled parts without dimensional error are represented
by dotted rectangles, with the local coordinate frames shown
by O1 and O2. The dimensional accuracies of butt joining
processes depend strongly on the dimensional error of each
part.
2.2 Impact of surface roughness and waviness
Figure 4 shows how surface roughness affects the dimensional accuracy for butt joining processes without an auxiliary surface, with a continuous auxiliary surface, and with
discrete auxiliary surfaces. If the surface geometry is ideal,
the whole surfaces will contact with each other; but in the
presence of surface roughness, workpiece surfaces contact at
two points. The separation between the nominal workpiece
surfaces will depend on how the peaks and valleys of each
surface are related to each other. For butt joining processes
with an auxiliary surface, it is interesting to observe that the
two scenarios produce different alignment configurations.
Workpiece 2

Workpiece 1

For butting method 1, the contact condition for workpiece 2
is that it has two contact points with the auxiliary surface and
one contact point with workpiece 1. Butting method 2 gives
one contact point with the auxiliary surface and two contact
points with workpiece 1. These configurations lead to different assembly accuracies. Furthermore, the dimensional accuracy that we can achieve with a continuous auxiliary surface
is different from that with a discrete auxiliary surface, due to
the different contact configurations between the workpieces
and the auxiliary surface. For simplicity, we assume that the
auxiliary surfaces are much smoother than the workpieces
and ignore their surface roughness in our dimensional accuracy analysis. We denote the butt joining process without an
auxiliary surface as Type 1; the process with a continuous
auxiliary surface by butting method 1 as Type 2a; the process
with a continuous auxiliary surface by butting method 2 as
Type 2b; the process with a discrete auxiliary surface by
butting method 1 as Type 3a; and the process with a discrete
auxiliary surface by butting method 2 as Type 3b (Fig. 4).
Lee et al. [18] had shown that the surface roughness affects
the assembly accuracy. Lee and Joneja [17] had shown the
effects of global variations (called surface defects) on the
assembly accuracy. However, these cases were analyzed in
isolation. The discussion above makes it clear that local surface roughness (e.g., in the region where the workpiece
surface contacts the datum establishing locating pin), as well
as global variations (e.g., waviness), have an affect on the
accuracy of butting assemblies. In this paper, a technique is
developed to estimate the combined affects of both of these
factors in the different modes of the butting assembly.
Our analysis requires an accurate and realistic surface
model—this model is described in the next section. Using
these models, it is possible to set up a simulation study that
estimates the assembly accuracy in the different modes, and
compares the relative merits of these approaches. A method
to do so will be discussed in Sect. 4. The results from the
computational model will be presented in Sect. 5. The final
section discusses the findings of this study.
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Continuous Auxiliary Surface

b
Fig. 3 a, b Impacts of part dimensional errors on the dimensional
accuracies of butt joining processes: a without auxiliary surface;
b with continuous auxiliary surface

3 Surface modeling
Assembly inaccuracies depend on surface geometry, so it is
essential to develop a complete and accurate model of the
surface in order to analyze them. Both short- and long-term
variations affect precision levels; a recently developed surface model with this capability is used for our study [22].
Since our analysis depends heavily on the surface model, and
to make this paper self-contained, we describe it here in brief.
The surface variations are derived from a set of experimental measurements on surface profiles for different materials; multiple samples of each material were prepared using
different manufacturing processes. The simplest example are
aluminum samples prepared on a CNC milling machine.
Short-range measurements were made using a Tencor P-10
surface profiler (horizontal resolution of 0.1 μm and vertical
resolution of 1A) at three different positions on the sample
with a sampling interval of 1 μm and a measurement length
of 300 μm. Medium- and long-range measurements were
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Fig. 4 Assembly errors due
to surface roughness and
waviness of the mated parts
for five types of butt joining
processes
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made on an IMS coordinate measurement machine (CMM),
with a sampling interval of 0.2 mm. Typical measured surface profiles of the samples are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The short- and medium-range profiles are characterized by
four parameters: the RMS roughness σ; the correlation
length, l, of the ACF that describes the spatial structure; the
skewness; and the kurtosis. The long-range profiles of the

samples follow simple, smooth curves with a few extreme
points and are modeled by low-order polynomials.
An autoregressive integrated moving average, ARIMA
(p, d, q) time series is used to generate short- and mediumrange profiles for the samples as follows [25]:
’ð BÞyt ¼ ð BÞð1  BÞd yt ¼ rd ð BÞyt ¼ ð BÞat

(1)
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Fig. 5 Profile of milled aluminum sample measured by using
a Tencor P-10 surface profiler
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where B is the backward shift operator and is defined by
Byt ¼ yt1 :
ð BÞ ¼ 1  1 B  2 B2 . . .  p B p
2

 ð B Þ ¼ 1  1 B  2 B . . .  q B

Sd ð zÞ ¼

1
X

q

!1=2
Ci2

Sd ðaÞ

(3)

i¼0

where φ(B) is called the autoregressive operator; ’ð BÞ ¼
rd ð BÞ is the generalized autoregressive operator; θ(B) is
the moving average operator; at is the residual white noise
that is assumed to have zero mean and Gaussian or nonGaussian distribution property; φ1,..., φp, θ1,..., θq are
constants; and d is the differencing times.
The non-stationary data set is transformed by differencing
the original data set one or more times, yielding a stationary
autoregressive moving average model ARMA(p, q). Equation 1 could be rewritten for one-time differencing, d=1, as:
ð BÞðyt  yt1 Þ ¼ ð BÞat

(2)

Height ( m)

Since the transformed data series ry1 ¼ yt  yt1 can be
generated with the ARMA model, therefore, if the starting
point of y (y0) is given, the data series y could be generated.
Moreover, since y0 only affects the average value of y in the
ARIMA model, we could choose any finite value for it.
The φ(B) and θ(B) for each transformed data series is
determined by standard Box-Jenkins methods [26]; at can be
generated for the required ARMA process based on the determined φ(B) and θ(B), as well as the distribution of the
transformed data series. The standard deviation, skewness,
and kurtosis of residuals at for each ARMA model is calculated based on the relationships between the standard

Fig. 6 Profile of milled
aluminum sample measured
by using a coordinate measurement machine (CMM) machine

deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of at and those of the
corresponding estimated ARMA process zt given by Davies
et al. [27]:
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In Eqs. 3, 4, and 5,
C0=1; Ci (i≠0) is determined by following the equation 
ðBÞCðBÞ ¼ ðBÞ; where C(B) has the form CðBÞ ¼ 1 þ C1
B þ C2 B2 þ    : Therefore, the noise terms will be
generated with a standard random normal generator and
then transformed into a distribution with the calculated
skewness and kurtosis of at by employing the Johnson
translatory system of distributions [28].
The long-range profiles for the same type (material, process) of samples always followed the same shape trends. The
ARIMA cannot suitably capture this partial randomness.
Cubic Bezier curves were found to be sufficient to capture
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Fig. 7 a Simulated short-range
profile of aluminum sample.
b Measured short-range profile
of aluminum sample
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these trends. A Bezier curve [29] is a parametric polynomial
of degree n, given in vector form as:
rðuÞ ¼

n
X
i¼0

n!
ui ð1  uÞni Ci
i!ðn  iÞ!

(6)

parison of actual and simulated surface profiles using this
model.

4 Modeling of dimensional accuracies
4.1 Location errors for different types of butt joints

The control points, Ci are determined by fitting the best curve
over a set of k curve points, determined as follows: (i)
formulate a model for the distribution of the profile y value at
a fixed value of x; (ii) use the resulting distribution to
generate a random value of y; (iii) use similarly generated y
values at k different values of x to create coordinates of k
points; (iv) select the appropriate parameter values at each
point; and (v) using the computed values of point coordinates, rj and corresponding parameter values uj, solve the
system of linear equations to derive the control points Ci.
A complete surface profile is generated by superposition,
i.e., a signed addition of the short-, medium-, and long-range
profile values. Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 show a simple com-
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Fig. 8 a Simulated mediumrange profile of milled aluminum sample. b Measured
medium-range profile of 15-mm
long aluminum sample

Assembly positioning errors caused by workpiece dimensional error and surface roughness of mated surfaces in the
first butting method for butt joining with continuous auxiliary surface is shown in Fig. 11a. In the following, to assign
location errors, we fix a local coordinate frame to the (nominal) center of each workpiece. The width and height for
workpieces 1 and 2 are W1, H1 and W2, H2, respectively. The
dimensional errors are specified as: δW1, δW2 (width variation) and δH1, δH2 (height variation). These are computed by
fitting a mean line to each edge of each workpiece. The
datum surfaces are not ideal—their profile follows stochastic
patterns, and, for simulation, these can be generated as
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Fig. 9 Simulated long-range
profile for milled aluminum
sample
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described earlier. Thus, each local frame will be rotated by a face using the second butting method is shown in Fig. 11b.
small angle with respect to the global frame (the global X axis We use the same notation as the first butting process model;
is assumed to be aligned with the auxiliary surface). The d2 is the distance between workpiece 2’s first contact point
angles by which workpieces 1 and 2 deviate from nominal with workpiece 1 and the upper-left corner of workpiece 2
(here, 0°) are denoted θ1 and θ2, respectively. These can be along the nominal direction of the mated surface on workobtained from the simple geometric consideration of contact piece 2. In this case, the location error is given by:
points (A’, B’, C’, and D’) between these two parts and the
auxiliary surface, respectively. Then δθ, the relative orienta-   

 

W2 =2
W2 =2
tion deviation between the two mating parts is the sum of θ1 x ¼ cos 2  sin 2

H2 =2  d2
H2 =2  d2
sin 2
cos 2
and θ2. θ1 and θ2 are assumed to be positive when the y


 

workpiece rotates clockwise. h1 and h2 are the distances
cos 1  sin 1 W1 =2  d1
W1 =2  d1

þ
between the workpiece’s first contact point with the auxiliary
sin 1
cos 1
H1 =2
H1 =2
surface and the nominal surface of this workpiece along the Y

 

D
ðW1 þ W2 Þ=2
direction. d1 and d2 are the distances between the workþ
þ
(9)
piece’s first contact point with the auxiliary surface and the
ðH1  H2 Þ=2
h1  h2
bottom-left corner of this workpiece along the normal
direction of the contacted surface on this workpiece. D is the
(10)
distance between two nominal workpiece surfaces, which  ¼ 1 þ 2
contact with each other, at the contact point along the X
direction. In Eqs. 7 and 8, the subscripts 1 and 2 stand for Here, θ2 depends on the contact points C’ and D’ between
workpieces 1 and 2, respectively. The location error from the two workpieces instead of the contact points between workpiece 2 and the auxiliary surface.
ideal center-to-center distance is given by:
For the two cases of butt joining with discrete auxiliary
surfaces, the equations are the same as for continuous aux  

 

x
cos 2  sin 2 W2 =2  d2
W2 =2  d2
iliary surfaces. However, the variations of δx, δy , and δθ can
¼

y
be quite different, even for the same pair of mated surfaces,
sin 2
cos 2
H2 =2
H2 =2


 
 since some of the potential contact points between the parts
cos 1  sin 1 W1 =2  d1
W1 =2  d1

þ
and the continuous auxiliary surface will not be considered
sin 1
cos 1
H1 =2
H1 =2
when using the discrete auxiliary surface.

 

D
ðW1 þ W2 Þ=2
The assembly positioning error for butt joining without
þ
þ
(7) auxiliary surfaces in the presence of part dimensional error
ðH1  H2 Þ=2
h1  h2
and surface roughness is shown in Fig. 11c. The error in the
location is given by:
 ¼ 1 þ 2
(8)
x ¼ðcos 2  1Þ  W2 =2  ð sin 2  1Þ
(11)
where δx and δy are the deviation of distances of the two
 ðH2 =2  d2 Þ þ D þ ðW1 þ W2 Þ 2
mating part center points from the ideal case with respect to
the global X and Y directions, respectively.
Similarly, the assembly positioning error caused by work(12)
piece dimensional error and surface roughness of mated  ¼ 2
surfaces for the butt joining with a continuous auxiliary sur6
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Fig. 11a–c Assembly error
caused by workpiece dimensional error and surface roughness for butt joining: a with a
continuous auxiliary surface
using butting method 1; b with a
continuous auxiliary surface
using butting method 2; c without an auxiliary surface
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5 A simulation model to study butting assembly accuracy
The effects of part dimensional error, surface waviness, and
roughness are considered. Since these effects can be treated
as statistically independent due to the random nature of the

surface, the overall assembly variation could be expressed
as follows:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ 2
x ¼ dx
sx
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ 2
(13)
y ¼ dy
sy
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ 2
 ¼ d
s
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where ðx ; y ;  Þ is the overall assembly variation;
ðdx ; dy ; d Þ is the variation due to part dimensional
error; and ðsx ; sy ; s Þ is the variation due to surface
waviness and roughness. We could observe that the variation caused by part dimensional error could be easily
obtained based on the geometry consideration (Fig. 3).
Therefore, we will mainly concentrate on the analysis of
the assembly variation due to surface waviness and roughness. As surface profiles are highly random in nature, one
way to explore how surface roughness and waviness may
affect the assembly precision is by using simulation. In
this section, we will first discuss how to set up the simulation program and then how to generate the random
surface for the workpiece.

for various butt joining processes is shown in Fig. 12. The
dimensional accuracy is estimated when batches of workpieces 1 and 2 are aligned against each other with an auxiliary surface or fixture/locator and then assembled together.
Input from two workpieces’ part dimensional tolerance and
parameters for generating mated surfaces are entered first.
In the first method for butt joining with an auxiliary surface, the auxiliary surface is used to pre-align the two workpieces. Two contact points between the auxiliary surface and
each workpiece are determined, and the mated vertical surfaces of the two workpieces are recalculated. Therefore, we
can find a contact point for the mated vertical surfaces of two
workpieces when we push workpiece 2 towards workpiece 1.
The relationship between the two center points and the
relative orientation between the two parts is calculated. This
process continues until enough runs have been obtained to
determine the variance of relative positions between these
two particular sets of workpieces.
When using the second method for butt joining with an
auxiliary surface, the auxiliary surface is first used to pre-

5.1 Simulation program
A flow chart of our simulation of dimensional accuracy in the
presence of part variation, surface roughness, and waviness
Fig. 12 Simulation flow chart
diagram of dimensional accuracy in the presence of part variation and surface roughness for
butt joining with and without
an auxiliary surface

Start

Generate surfaces and part dimensional errors for
workpieces 1 and 2, respectively
Butt joining with auxiliary surface

Butt joining without auxiliary surface

Determine workpiece 1’s position
Butting method 1

Determine the positions
of workpieces 1 and 2

Butting method 2

Determine workpiece
2’s positionwith respect
to auxiliary surface

Move down workpiece 2 a small
distance in each step, determine
workpieces 2’s position

Does workpiece 2’s
bottom surface contact
with auxiliary surface?

Determine a contact
point between
workpieces 1 and 2

No

Yes

Calculate the related position and orientation between
workpieces 1 and 2
Calculate the difference between the perfect and actual
assembly in δx, δy & δθ

No

Enough runs for the current type of
workpiece surface?
Yes
Calculate the variations of δx, δy & δθ
End
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Table 1 Assembly variations for butt joints with no auxiliary
surface
Workpiece
dimensional
error (μm)

0
250
500

Dimensional variation
150-mm long
aluminum sample

150-mm long
plastic sample

σθ (μrad)

σθ (μrad)

22.8846
22.8846
22.8846

σx (μm)
3.1934
176.8344
353.5822

169.5921
169.5921
169.5921

σx (μm)
7.9515
177.1340
353.7322

align workpiece 1. Two contact points with the auxiliary
surface are determined and the right vertical surface is recalculated for workpiece 1. Workpiece 2 is lifted up for a
small distance and pressed against workpiece 1 along the
right vertical surface of workpiece 1. Two contact points
between workpieces 1 and 2 are calculated, and the bottom
surface profile of workpiece 2 is generated according to the
present position of workpiece 2. Then, workpiece 2 moves
down a fraction of a distance, while keeping the two contact
points with workpiece 1. The whole procedure is repeated
until the lowest point on the bottom surface of workpiece 2
reaches the auxiliary surface. The relationship between the
two mated workpiece center points and the relative orientation between the two parts is calculated. This process continues until enough runs have been obtained to determine the
variance of relative positions between these two particular
sets of workpieces. The procedure for discrete auxiliary surfaces is similar, except that we ignore the potential contact
points that do not contact with the discrete auxiliary surfaces
between the parts and the auxiliary surface, and continue to
search until we have the required number of contact points
between the parts and the discrete auxiliary surfaces.
For the simulation of dimensional accuracy for butt joining without an auxiliary surface, two contact points are determined and the relationship between the two center points
of the two workpieces along the X direction and the relative
orientations of the two parts are calculated.
5.2 Simulation results
In the simulation study, profiles of several samples of two
types of materials, plastic and aluminum, were generated
based on measured surface characteristics. All samples were
150-mm long. For the aluminum samples, a mean shortTable 2 Assembly variations
for butt joints with an auxiliary
surface (refer to Fig. 2)

Butting
method

1

2

Workpiece
dimensional
error (μm)
0
250
500
0
250
500

range roughness range was 1.9 μm, while the waviness range
over the entire length was 10.8 μm. The corresponding values for the plastic samples were 8.8 μm and 45.7 μm. The
measurements were made on datum surfaces prepared by
down milling using a 10-mm HSS tool fixtured on a DYNA
CNC mill at a spindle speed of 2,350 rpm, 20 cm/min federate, and a depth of cut of 0.1 mm per pass. The surface
measurements were made using a Tencor P-10 surface profiler and a Mitutoyo CMM. The simulation results of the
assembly variations for butt joints due to surface waviness
and roughness are shown in Tables 1 and 2. In the tables, σsx,
σsy , and σsθ represent the one-sigma variation of relative
position in the X and Y directions and variation of the relative
orientations for the two mated parts due to surface waviness
and roughness.
It is not surprising to note that the accuracy of the butt
joints depends heavily on the dimensional variations. Further, we consider the effects of roughness and waviness using
the cases by setting the dimensional error to 0 μm. The
results show that the selection of butt joint geometries and
joining processes can substantially affect the assembly precision of butt joints. Different butt joint geometries and joining processes have their own merits, as some processes may
provide better assembly precision along different directions.
For the two butting processes with continuous auxiliary surfaces, one process has a relatively higher dimensional accuracy in the butting direction, while the other process has a
relatively higher dimensional accuracy in the direction normal to the butting direction. The assembly variation of one
process could be as high as four times that of the assembly
variation of the other process in one direction. We also notice
that the butting process with a discrete auxiliary surface,
which may have a relatively higher dimensional accuracy
than the process with a continuous auxiliary surface under
some situations (e.g., when the workpiece surfaces are totally
random), is not suitable for improving the joint dimensional
accuracy in our study, due to our particular workpiece surface
profiles that have certain repeatable patterns (i.e., partially
random long-range profile components). This can be explained as follows: when we adopt the continuous auxiliary
surfaces, the two contact points between the workpiece and
the auxiliary surfaces are always within certain areas of the
workpiece surfaces (e.g., the two contact points between the
aluminum sample surface and the continuous auxiliary
surface happen at both surface ends). However, the distance
between these two contact points will be shortened when
adopting the discrete auxiliary surfaces. This may lead to a

Dimensional variation of joint
150-mm long aluminum sample

150-mm long plastic sample

σθ (μrad)

σθ (μrad)

29.508
29.508
29.508
23.3848
23.3848
23.3848

σx (μm)
3.5559
176.8482
353.5892
3.6689
176.8528
353.5915

σy (μm)
2.562
176.8138
353.5720
4.5595
176.8943
353.6122

151.2114
151.2114
151.2114
149.8172
149.8172
149.8172

σx (μm)
9.6562
177.3034
353.8170
9.8960
177.3298
353.8303

σy (μm)
5.2446
176.9322
353.6312
25.4745
180.4104
355.3842
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larger rotation of the workpiece with respect to its ideal
orientation, hence, cause worse dimensional accuracy in the
butting and non-butting directions.

6 Conclusions
In this study, we confirm that part dimensional error and
surface roughness have significant effects on the integrity of
part-to-part joint geometry. Our study shows that different
butt joint geometries and joining processes have its own
merits, as some of the processes may provide better assembly
precision in one direction, while the others may provide
better assembly precision in the other directions. To obtain
high precision in the X direction, joining without an auxiliary
surface could be chosen; to obtain high precision in the Y
direction, butt-to-butt joint with a discrete auxiliary surface
could be chosen. Similar orientation variation could be
achieved for all these part-against-part joints, except butt-tobutt joint with a discrete auxiliary surface, which causes
almost three times the variation compared with the other
methods. Therefore, proper design and selection of the butt
joining processes can have important impacts on the assembly precision.
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